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Analysis of fanuary 5, 2OL6 Vermont Failure of PSTN access to NG911

Provided to the Department of Public Seyvice by Interisle Consulting Group, September, 2018

While the public switched telephone network (PSTN) serves many functions, the ability to dial 9-l-l and

quickly reach help can be a life-or-death issue. Failures in the network that impact the ability of callers to

reach 911 thus merit the highest priority. This report is the result of an investigation of a network failure

thatpreventeddeliveryofcallstotheEgll networkonJanuary 5,2076.Itdescribeshowthe91l system

in Vermont, which remained operational, is connected to Consolidated Communicationsl network, how

that connection failed, and what measures may be taken to reduce the likelihood of future failures.
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I FairPoint was acquired by Consolidated Communications during the pendency of this review. The actual legal

entity is the Telephone Operating Company of Vermont LLC, d/bla Consolidated Communications. The two names,

Consolidated and FairPoint, are both used herein, generally based upon the one current at the time in question, but

they are essentially interchangeable.
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Introduction

On January 5,2016, users of the Next Generation 91 I system in Vermont suffered a severe degradation in

service. For the first five minutes of the problem, no 911 calls could be made in Vermont. After the first

five minutes, around 7:45 AM,approximately 60 calls were automatically re-routed to the main number

of the Williston State Police telephone system, 802-878-7111, as a backup, but not directly to the

Williston 9l I PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point) system. Call flow to the Williston 911 PSAP was

first restored around 8:40 AM by manual intervention, using a iailover circuit that had not previously

engaged automatically. Normal, full NG 9l I service to all the Vermont 9l i PSAPs was restored shortly

before noon by FairPoint (which has subsequently become part of Consolidated Communications).

Consolidated believes that no 9l I calls were lost, even with the initial five minutes of complete 911

outage.

This was not the first time access to 9l I service in Vermont was interrupted, nor was it the last. A

previous network outage had occurred in November of 2014, when the FairPoint network across the entire

state lost most of its connectivity due to a failure of the Signaling System 7 (SS7) connections. This

failure occurred before FairPoint became the NG911 contractor. FairPoint became the contractor in2014.

Another incident occurred on March 19,2018, and a minor event in November, 2017 caused one call to

be lost. The causes ofthe January 5,2016 incident and Consolidated's responses are discussed below.

FairPoint's NG9 1 1 architecture

The causes of the January , 2016 failure are best understood in context of the network's architecture at that

time. While Consolidated is the largest Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier in Vermont and operates the

tandem switches used to route PSTN and 911 traffic, the NG91 I network is a separate entity, operated on

behalf of the Enhanced 9- 1 - 1 Board under contract'

The2014 failure was in the Signaling System 7 (SS7) network, which provides critical call setup

signaling to the PSTN switches, including delivering the number of the callingparr1, to the 91 I system.

SS7 itself is a packet-switched network; the SS7 packet switches are called Signal Transfer Points (STPs).

SS7 is designed for very high availability and has complete redundancy. There are two paired STPs that

serve Consolidated's three Northern New England states. The paired STPs are in Manchester and

Concord, NH. Each PSTN switching system connects to both STPs. The 2014 failure was caused by the

loss of two fiber optic paths to Concord due to a severe storm and a fire caused by downed power lines,

while simultaneously the path to Manchester failed due to a failed passive electrical DS3 connection
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between two SONET fiber rings inside the Keene central office. Thus, FairPoint's PSTN switches in

Vermont were unable to call anywhere except to their own lines, and 9l I calls were among many calls

that were unable to complete. Subsequent remedial action was taken to reduce the likelihood of a future

loss of SS7 connectivity, and SS7 was not an issue in the 2016 outage.

In2074,the contract to operate the NG9l l service was given to FairPoint, replacing its previous

contractor. The 2016 failure was focused at the interface between the PSTN and the NG911 network' The

NG9l1 ESINet (Emergency Services IP Network) does not use the same equipment as the PSTN; it is

provided by Solacom Technologies using that company's Guardian platform. That platform was not

found to be at fault in any incidents in Vermont.

PSTN architecture evolution

Traditionally, the PSTN itself is based on Time Division Multiplex (TDM) technology, which was largely

deployed in the 1980s and 1990s. All of Consolidated's PSTN switching systems in Vermont are of the

5ESS type (originally made by AT&T Western Electric, later renamed Lucent, most recently inherited by

Nokia). SS7 was introduced in the 1990s.

Consolidated's NGgl I ESInet, in contrast, makes use of Voice over IP ("VoIP"2) technology. IP

("Internet Protocol"), which was introduced in 1974,isseen as a newet' and, more critically, less

expensive replacement for both TDM and SS7. As such, a 911 network using VoIP is sometimes referred

to as a Next Generation 911 (NG911) network, versus the earlier Enhanced 91 1 (E9l l), which used

TDM's SS7. However, the additional capabilities of an NG911 network, such as the ability to receive text

messages as well as telephone calls, are not relevant to this matter (Some NG911 systems can handle

more than telephone calls and texts, but voice and text are the only two types of connection currently in

use in Vermont).

Essentially all new voice services, fixed and wireless, make use of IP, which is of course used in

equipment mass-produced for use on the Internet. However, unlike SS7, IP was not originally developed

as a high-availability highly-redundant mechanism. Reliability is sought via other forms of redundancy,

and quality of service (the capability of the IP network to support high voice quality) is met by

encapsulating selected IP streams in other protocols. IP networks themselves do have rerouting

2 A more accurate but less commonly used term would be VuIP, for Yoice using IP. VoIP initially referred to voice

sent over a third party's IP network, as is done by say Vonage, while in this application the IP and voice services are

under the same parff's control.
3 IP Version 4, the most common current version, was introduced in 1978'
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capabilities, of course,a but these do not typically operate in the sub-second time scale found in the

traditional telecommunication's TDM and SS7 networks. The issue in the failure was directly related to

design issues in the PSTN's VoIP network.

While IP is best known for its use on the public Internet, it is also widely used in closed and private

networks. IP used in closed and private networks is not part of the "Internet" referred to in the FCC

orders as a Title I lightly regulated information service. None of the components

with the NG91l system are exposed to the

public Internet. They use private IP addresses assigned by Consolidated. This prevents a number of

security issues prevalent on the Internet itself, including data breaches and Distributed Denial of Service

(DDoS) attacks.

The PSTN-ESInet boundary

In order to deliver calls from the legacy TDM telephone network to the VoIP NG911 ESInet, calls pass

through from the TDM switch to two specialized devices used for VoIP. The first is a

I rh" Iconverts calls between TDM and volp. TDM trunks from the 5ESS

tandem switches are connected to the TDM side of the on the other side of the

circuit carries the converted TDM calls in VolP fbrmat.

I is part of the PSTN, operated by Consolidated. Call control signaling on the TDM side uses

SS7; call control on the IP side usually uses Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), though there are other

protocols in use.

The second system is the This is essentially an application-layer

relay, which allows application-specific data streams - in this case VoIP telephone calls - on one IP

network to be connected to a different IP network without allowing other IP packets to pass. When two IP

networks exchange VoIP traffic, each has its own I While th" I function itself requires

specialized hardware that is controlled by a Call Agent such as the one located in an

I can be implemented either in dedicated hardware or entirely in software on available hardware

NG911 calls from Vermont telephones, both Consolidated's and local carrieis', are routed to either of two

Consolidated 5ESS TDM tandem switches. One 5ESS tandem switch is in the second is

in I. The laffer choice is a curious legacy, because essentially all other PSTN tandem

a Rerouting is not an inherent part of IP itself, which defines little more than a multiplexing header, but actual IP

networks typically use at least one of several dynamic route-determination methods.
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functions are handled by the ESS tandem switch. calls from lur"
thus carried over the SONET fiber network, as TDM, to the f in the

central office. fh" Iis not dedicated to the NGgl I function, rather it is part of the PSTN.

Consolidated provides a number of services across its VoIP network, such as business VoIP Centrex, and

uses the ru-" ffor those functions too.

Note that similar exist in both

The issue that impacted access to the NG9l I service impacted both the

same remedial actions were taken in ln

Unlike a TDM network in which a "switch" is entirely self-contained, the functions of VoIP systems are

more often distributed. fh" I itself is oodumb", in that it does not process calls on its own (except

for its emergency stand-alone mode). It operates under the control of a Call Agent (CA), which may be

located elsewhere and which may support a substantial number of I.t Att Iis thus even

more dependent on its link to the CA than a TDM switch dependent on its STP SS7 links, as the TDM

switch is at least capable of processing local, internal calls without SS7.

The NG9l l system itself, operated by Consolidated under contract to the Vermont E9-1-1 Board, makes

use of Consolidated's PSTN VoIP network for its PSTN interface. This was explained by Consolidated as

being a more economical approach than using entirely dedicated equipment. Thus, the I connects

the PSTN to both the NGgl I ESInet and to some of Consolidated's commercial VoIP services.

The telephone-specific components of the Consolidated VoIP system are all built by

The PSTN-side which is technically not part of the NG9l 1 network, was a

Both and have one; Consolidated

has others in its other states. The CA, which controls all of the I, i. u

has an SS7 connection to the TDM network, as do the I The PSTN-side SBC is a

I. The E9-l-1 Board's I it

I rhe PSTN I ir directly connected to

There are also backup components to automatically kick in when the primary I links to the CA

fail. In addition to the SS7-signaled path into the ISDN PRI circuits go from the 5ESS

tandem switches to NG9l1 network's are a secondary path in to the

and "CA" is widespread but not universal. Mobile carriers and their vendors,of the terms5 The use
including sometimes use the rather more complex jargon associated with the IP Multimedia

5
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NG91l network. PRI does not carry the full set of capabilities of an SS7 PRI link, but it does provide

basic connectivity and caller ID, enabling calls to be routed correctly. Thus, most callers might not even

noticeifacallwereroutedviathePRIs'6CallsaredivertedtothePRIswhenafailureofthef

-is 

detected by the 5ESS, or the 5ESS calls can be rerouted manually. Consolidated

stated that the must be not operating, in completely down mode, for at least five minutes

before the calls are rerouted by the 5ESS.

When either the loses the signaling connectivity to the

CA, that I falls back into Emergency Standalone Proxy (ESA) mode

fh" I ESA mode does not kick in until the signaling connectivity from thb CA has been

completely lost for at least five minutes. During the five minutes of the foutage, no 911 calls can

be completed. Once ESA kicks in, the th"I
redirects the call over A PRI circuit was dedicated between

th" I and the Williston State Police PSAP PBX, as a backup in the event of the failure of the

I This is not a Selective Router connection, and does not indicate to the recipient police station

that the call was made to 91 l. The person answering the Williston State Police call, sent to 802-878-71 I l,

the site's PSTN number, learns that the call is actually a 911 call from the caller explaining that the call is

91 l. It is a last-choice route but the call does reach a PSAP employee.

While SIP is the protocol most often used for telephone call signaling on a VoIP network, its function is

to pass call setup and teardown information from one device to another - essentially what SS7 does, but

without the dedicated out-of-band signalingT network. However, a second protocol plays a key role in the

VoIP network as well. Noting that the Iund CA are separate functions, the H.2488 protocol is

used to allow the ICA to control th" I, locally or remotely. H.248 operates over

IP. Thus, u Ican function as an integrated switch if the CA (which is itself a redundant

pair of standard server processors) is mounted in the same rack as, or shares processors with, the

I; or the fcan be located remotely, as it is in If the H.248 link is lost, the

6 One notable omission is the ability of the PSAP to hold a line open even if the caller hangs up, and re-ring the line.

PRI follows current PSTN conventions which allow either side to disconnect a call.
7 Out-of-band signaling means that the call setup information, such as calling and called number, is sent separately

from the call itselt unlike how say a conventional telephone sends touch-tones on its line. SS7 is a successor to the

CCIS system developed earlier largely in response to "blue box" toll fraud, which sent counterfeit signaling tones on

a non-chargeable call. SS7 also enables number portability, calling name delivery, and various other "CLASS"
features.
8 H.248 was called MEGACO before becoming an ITU-T standard. An older, related protocol was
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I only functions in ESA mode. rh" Isupports two physical Ethernet IP ports for this

H.248 connection, so redundant links can be provisioned.

Thus with VoIP, as with TDM, there are two different paths that must both remain intact for normal

operation to proceed. With TDM, it is the TDM bearer channel (DSl circuits at 1.544 Mbps) and the SS7

links, each using different DSI links for transport. With VoIP as configured, it is the IP path that carries

both SIP and the actual voice packets (typically encapsulated in Real Time Protocol, RTP, over IP) from

the Jthrough the SBC, and the IP path that carries theH.248 control messages from the CA to the

I
When the failure of PSTN access to 911 occurred in2016, FairPoint's network was somewhat different

from its current configuration. The H.248 signaling was carried across FairPoint's MPLS network from

the (MPLS

is a o'shim" protocol, often used between the traditional layers 2 and 3, that encapsulates IP in order to

isolate IP streams and provide Quality of Service. Business-grade VoIP is very often carried within

MPLS, not just signaling traffic). The MPLS network then used several

as the MPLS switches; the Jwas referred to as the the

Iwasthe

Another protocol layer used at the time was the pseudowire. Pseudowire basically emulates a traditional

TDM point-to-point circuit over MPLS and was used to provision Carrier Ethernet point-to-point

channels. Carrier Ethernet is natively aLayer 2 protocol and MPLS is typically a higher layer, but Cisco

makes extensive use of MPLS, so it frequently configures networks with the Ethernet service over a

pseudowire inside MPLS. The old arrangement was thus afairly complex protocol stack just to provision

a path for IP. Essentially it was IP over MPLS ("Layer 3") over pseudowire ("Layer 1") recursed over

MPLS ("Layer2").

A totally different approach used by some other vendors is to provision native Carrier Ethernet switches,

not using MPLS. Carrier Ethernet is a much simpler protocol, but until recent enhancements were made,

it did not scale to support networks with large numbers (thousands) of users. Thus MPLS has been

preferred for large deployments. The current (revised) Consolidated VoIP network uses a third approach,

also considerably simpler than its predecessor, with IP over only one instance of MPLS, without the

pseudowire, Carrier Ethernet, or lower MPLS layers. This third approach is apparently Cisco's preferred

approach.
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Redundancy has its own failure modes

The MPLS network at the time of the 2016 failure used and BGPIO as their route-

determination protocols; these automatically found the "best" route across a network, but could take some

seconds to reconverge after a link failure. The usual best path from

I (and to Burlington) passed through

Iin I An alternative path did, however, exist beginning with a hop from

Iandthento

The design of the network, as it existed in2016, intended to insure that9ll calls would be delivered even

with equipment failures at various points, was heavily redundant. That is, there were alternative paths for

most critical links:

The 5ESS tandems had multiple paths to the NGgl I nefwork. They could use their Ia

I trunks to the or they could use fcircuits directly

from the 5ESS tandems to alternative to the NG9l I network

a The to the IviatheMPLS
network, which had its own redundant routes using the Cisco f routers between all of its

switching sites.

a The had redundant processors

Thus, while it is intuitively obvious that no one failure should have taken down the network, because the

critical components were redundant, the ability to take advantage of redundancy depends upon having

some means of detecting when to switch over from one resource to another. That process itself creates a

single point of failure. In this case the single point of failure would be detecting a failure in one of the

links and switching over to the other. If a failure is not detected by the routers, such as occurred with the

January 5,2016 failure, then the links between the routers will appear to stay up but the H.248 signaling

between the CA and the l*ill not be transported. Thus, the switchover mechanism is inherently

non-redundant. And that is how the network failure that impacted 911 calls occurred. See Figure 1 below

where th" trouter line card in

*r, IBEGIN CONFIDENTIAL] **

led.

e Intermediate System to Intermediate System, which is an International Standard defined in ISO 10589.
r0 Border Gateway Protocol, defined in RFC4271. IS-IS would generally be used within a network, while BGP is
typically used between networks, and is a critical protocol on the public Internet. The two could thus be

complementary in a multi-vendor network. IS-IS is more relevant here.
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*'*' IEND CONFIDENTIALI'r* Figure 1. FairPoint 911 Network as it Existed at the Time of the
Outage

The MPLS network, as noted, makes use of the IS-IS protocol to determine the best path among its nodes.

IS-IS is a fundamentally sound protocol, of a type known as Link State Routing. Such protocols can be

described as having three key operational stages:

1. Nodes - meaning in this case routers -- in the network determine what other nodes they are

adjacent to (i.e., links), and detect changes in adjacency.

2. Nodes "flood" knowledge of their adjacencies across the network, and relay such information

from other nodes, so that all nodes are aware of all links.in the network, not just their own.

3. Using Dijkstra's Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithmrr, each node determines the best path from

itself to every other node. Traffic to any given destination is then directed to the next link along

the path (which may consist of any number of links) to that destination.

IS-IS is thus reasonably well suited to the problem of keeping up with potential changes in network

reachability, especially with a complex network. Its response times are superior to some alternatives,

though not as fast as Consolidated's legacy SONET physical layer ring rerouting, which only selects

between two paths.

r1 Edsger Dijkstra's 1953 SPF algorithm is very widely used. While important in telecommunications, it is also used

in GPS systems and navigation programs such as Google Maps and Waze to generate driving instructions.
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Here is where a specific benefit of IS-IS may have played a perversely unfortunate role. IS-IS was

originally designed for DECnet, circa 1985, and contributed to the OSI protocol suite. TCP/IP did not

begin to dominate networking until later. Thus, while IS-IS is widely used in IP networks, it does not

itself make use of, or depend upon, IP, and it can be used to optimize routing in non-IP works, hence its

use in native MPLS and in multiprotocol networks. Specifically, IS-IS runs directly atop the links that it

manages, parallel to MPLS and any other protocol that it manages. In contrast, IP-native route-calculation

protocols such as BGP are essentially treated as applications carried by the underlying IP networks.

The nroximate cause of the failure

TheJanuary5,2016failureoccurredintnefCentraloffice,whenalinecardinuI

tro.'terpartiallyfailed'12rheEuters(whicharenowmanufacture
discontinued) offered a wide variety of line cards, many of which performed much of the protocol

processing on-card. Thus, the capacity of the system could vary with the choice of line cards. In this case,

the card in question was reportedly an though Consolidated's

engineer was unable to recall the exact model, and the company failed to keep, until the time of this

investigation, a record of the inventory card in use at the time of the failure or replaced after the failure

occurred.

Consolidatedconcludedthata..soft,failure',inuElinecardcausedittostopcarrying

-ffaffic.However,itdidcontinuetocarryrt'affic-andnothingmore.(As

noted, I does not run over fUut alongside it. The path followed through the card by

low-speed, processor-intensive f-ay differ from the path followed by high-speed, processor-

light I.) Thus, th" I processes in the other network routers still saw the

I router as operational, and continued to send I und lackets there, including the

El.24rtrafficused between the cA and the I In this halfway-broken state, the

CA was unable to communicate with th.I and calls stopped flowing normally through the

I, because the vital H.248 traffic was not being rerouted even though the line card was not fully

functional. In other words, the mechanismfor implementing redundancy had itselffailed.

Moreover, it appears thatgll access may have failed completely - a 911 outage -- during the event, based

on Consolidated's clarification in its May 23,2018 Follow Up Responses, stating that the "routing should

l2 Whether to call this device a "router" or "switch" is problematic, as it can be either. In general, "router" refers to a

device specifically operating at the "IP layer", directing packets based on the IP address, while "switch" refers to a

device operating ut u to*"r tuyer, such as Ethernet. Th;I can be both, simultaneously. fh" I
device was also referred to as a VPE, Voice Provider Edge, which is a device providing access to its VoIP network.
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have routed to rout apparently did not. It appears that route was either out of service or

unavailable. Currently, we do not know why any calls failed to route to " (Consolidated

later identified this as a configuration problem.) However, contrary to that statement Consolidated

contended that no 911 calls were actually lost. The normal failure mechanism for when u I
I fails is forthe 5ESS switch to reroute the calls to the over

dedicated PRI circuits. The however, did not entirely fail. Thus, the 5ESS switches

continued to route calls to them. The Ead their own failover using ESA, but only to

the "business line" PBX at the Williston State Police location, not the 911 PSAP, so that is where the calls

went for approximately 55 minutes.

Thefotlowing is a table of the chronology of the January 5, 2016 Network Outage, which includes the

exact times (based on the limited information provided) of the events on the day of the outage:

Date Time Activitv
Before outage There is no evidence that there was any "flapping" or marginal performance of the

cisco f router prior to the hard failure that occurred on January 5,2016
(Con. Responses l't Set, ("CRl") Response 8)

When the outage occurred, FairPoint's VoIP and long-distance customers
ooexperienced difficulty" placing and receiving VoIP, Long-Distance, Interstate, and

"some Intrastate." The customers also experienced difficulty making 9l I calls.
(Root Cause Analysis ("RCA") for Jan. 5,2016 91 1 event, p.1.13)

7:454M At7:45am,the Network Operations Center (NOC) identified a

alarm. (CRl Rep. 16) After determining that the problem was beyond the NOC
Level I support, the problem was referred to Data Service Center (DSC).

When H.248, for at least 5

minutes of solid outage, at7:45am,the used its
mode to send TDM 911 calls using with Automatic

Number Identification (ANI) - showing the caller's telephone number to a PBX
located at the Williston State Police oral Consolidated to the

Department in April2018) The required a

complete, solid outage for five minutes before automatically kicking in the PRI back-

uptosendcallstotheWillistonStatePolicePg@stfiveminutes
aiter the H.248 signaling was solidly lost by ttt" E, no 9l I calls

could be completed (Consolidated information provided verbally during the July
2018 conference call with the DPS);however, Consolidated states that its tandem

logs confirmed that no 911 calls were attempted during that period, but tandem logs

were not retained for confirmation.

13 The Root Cause Analysis for the Jan. 5 , 2016 Outage is undated and does not list the name(s) of the authors. Other

than the assertion that customers "experienced difficulty" making 911 calls, no documentation -- such as call logs -'
was provided to suppert or quantifu the assertion.
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14 CRI Rep. I l. Consolidated did not produce a document as requested but provided a "summary: of an "Abnormal
Event notice" by copying some information from another unknown, and un-reviewed, source. CRI Rep. 11.
ls Note RCA p.l -start and end time for "first 40 minutes" was not provided in RCA. After questioning,

Consolidated later stated that the 40 minutes was a mistake in the RCA and that it should have said 55 minutes.
16 The Consolidated RCA p.1 did not identiff what time it was referring to as "during this time."
17 FairPoint did not provide any evidence like switch logs, or NOC AEN (CRl, Rep. I l) documents made on the

day ofthe incident, to support this assertion.
18 Consolidated's Responses to the Department's Follow Up Set of Discovery Requests, ("CFR") Rep. l.
le Consolidated's Reponses in the RCA, Responses to Discovery Requests, and Follow Up Set of Discovery
Requests indicate that Consolidated might not have had a full understanding of all the events that happened on the

day of the 9l I disruption. This lack of understanding may be the result of Consolidated staff not conducting a

thorough investigation and preparing contemporaneous reports on the same day, or within a few days, of the 91 I
event.

Date Time Activity
FairPoint NOC reported at 8:40am: "There is a 9l I outage and all VOIP traffic is

affected for the entire state of VT. Traffic was rerouted as of 8:40am." NOC
Abnormal Event notice ("CRl, Rep. I l"). 1a

The FairPoint NOC reported an "Incident starting at"7:45:36 AM" and ending at

8:40:38 AM lasting "55" minutes.

The FairPoint Root Cause Analysis stated (without providing a start time or end

time) that "Vermont 911 traffic automatically routed over to the State Police PSAP

in Williston for approximately the first 40 minutes."rs (RCA, p.l ) FairPoint later

stated that the time was actually 55 minutes. The RCA also stated "During this
time,16 approximately sixty 91 1 calls were default routed to the..." Williston State

Police PBX. (RCA, p. 1). This contradicts the suggestion that calls went to the actual

Williston PSAP; instead they went to the PBX at the same site.

In meetings with the Department, Consolidated explained that during the time of the

event all customers 911 calls were able to reach 9l l because the

automatically routed the calls over PRI circuits to the

PBX in the VT Williston State Police office. (RCA p.1) Later during a July 2018

conference call, Consolidated explained that the automatic rerouting did not occur

until the 

- 

was down solid for five minutes. Consolidated,
however, asserted in the RCA: "FairPoint and the Vermont 911 board verified that

no 911 calls were lost during this event." (RCA, p.l)17

Consolidated later seemed to contradict its assertion that no 911 calls were lost. In
its May 23,2018 Responses to the Department's Follow Up Set of Discovery
Requests ("CFR"), Consolidated stated that9ll call "routing should have routed to
Williston but apparently did not." (CFR, Rep l) Consolidated stated intheMay 23,

2018 response that "It appears that [the 91 1 PRI] route was either out of service or
unavailable. Currently, we do not know why any [9] l] calls failed to route to
Williston." (CFR, Rep 1)r8 This May 23,2018 statement by Consolidated appears to
indicate that, during the morning of the event, 911 calls indeed "failed to route" to
Williston over the PRI circuits for some period of time, as had been planned for
because "that route was either out of service or unavailable."le
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Date Time Activity
08:40 AM 55 minutes after the problem "Traffic was rerouted as of 8:40am." (NOC AEN -

CRl, Rep. I l)

"-911 trunks have been rerouted and up since 840am to
the PRI's" (CRl, Rep. 11)

8:54am conducted by a FairPoint techni at 8:54am showed that
was not passing signals to the

l, Rep. 7)
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echoes to I""08:54:58

"08:55:08: Success rate is 0 percent (015)" (CRl, Rep. 7)

10:39AM 2 hours 54 minutes after 911 outage started the FairPoint NOC reported "Trouble has

been located, seems to be a bad line card in the Router." (CRl, Rep. I l)

Jan. 5, time
unknown, but
assumed
before
l1:51am

card for theI
FairPoint without times or documentation, that "A spare line

VPE [] router retrieved from the
central office and the replacement process began." (RCA, p.l)

FairPoint explained without providing times or documentation: "FairPoint
the defective line card in the VPE router at the
location." (RCA, p.1)

FairPoint without providing times or documentation: "The
SBC & UMG served customers were returned to normal

service." (RCA, p.l)
Jan. 5,

l1:5lAM
H.248 path restored via 4 hours 6 minutes after discovery of outage

at7:45am, troubles were cleared. FairPoint NOC reported: "Traffic was rerouted

back to normal and test calls were made to prove trouble is clear. All troubles were

cleared at 11:5lam." (CRl, Rep. I l)

FairPoint RCA stated : "12:00 p.m. - 891 1 trunks in
Vermont, were restored and normal call processing through the
UMGs to Vermont NG91 I datacenters and ultimately to Vermont PSAPs was

verified with test 911 calls." (RCA, p.1) 2o

Exhibit PSD-Interisle-l (Redacted)

Manual intervention was required to force calls from the 5ESS onto the backup PRI circuits to the 91 I

PSAP. Before then, calls were sent to the Williston State Police PBX, not the PSAP 911 circuits

themselves, via the ESA mechanism in the Then, 55 minutes after the failure had begun,

FairPoint manually shut down th" I VPE, forcing the H.248 traffic to route between the

I and the CA through the working router. rh" I vPE was diagnosed,

the line card was replaced, and it was returned to service later that day.2l

20 The Consolidated RCA is incorrect about the "1?:00pm" time as all other FairPoint documentation states that time
was l1:51am.
2r CRl, Res. l l, NOC AEN report.
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A considerable level of detail about the actual 911 incident is not known to the Department and likely

never will be. FairPoint did not provide a full analysis of the failure that could have been produced shortly

after the incident and did not store call logs, router logs, or even trouble tickets long enough for the

Department to receive them in this proceeding, even though they may have been available at the time the

Department began the investigation.

The partial failure of a line card is not a common or well-defined event, though a complete failure would

b". I-series routers perform much of their processing on the line cards themselves and use

proprietary hardware to enhance performance. The cards each contain several Ethernet

ports, typically up to I Gbps or l0 Gbps. Consolidated typically, based on comments, makes use of l0

Gbps ports into its DWDM22 optical backbone. A partial failure is thus hard to diagnose.

Consolidated has since redesigned its MPLS voice network, which no longer uses the pseudowire

function. The network was converted to MPLS VPNs using routers configured in

redundant pairs that should automatically back each other up (at least for predictable failure modes).23

The series is described bv I as "designed for always-on operation" in a carrier

environment. No failures in this network have been reported as impacting Vermont's telephone service or

E911. The routers have been retained for edge purposes. NG9l l-related trbffic

represents only a small share of the traffic on Consolidated's internal IP network.

Potential modifications or improvements

While the specific MPLS network configuration that caused the 2016 outage has been replaced by a new

design, we call into question whether the fundamental architecture of the service really meets the

extremely high availability requirements of NG91l service. We contrast the current configuration with

the SS7-based telephone network itself. The SS7 network provides critical signaliirg messages to PSTN

network elements. All network elements access the SS7 network via two A-links2a, one to each side of the

STP pair; the paired STPs are located in different facilities, and different routes are supposed to be used to

reach them. The A-links are provisioned at the physical layer using SONET, which is configured in self-

healing rings. Even with SS7, there was a failure in 2014, though it was in the underlying optical

connection, and would have impacted other protocols too. Partially this occurred because a storm caused

22 Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing, the means by which many (typically up to 40) different optical
wavelengths ("lambdas") can be simultaneously canied on the same strand of fiber. In current mainstream
equipment, a lambda can be provisioned for up to 100 Gbps, supporting up to ten 10-Gbps services.
23 CRl, Rep. 10.
24 SS7 architecture has names for each type of circuit. An A-link is one side of an "access" link pair connecting a

network element to an STP pair. If there were only one link, not a pair, it would be classified as an F-link.
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trees to fall on top of the electrical wires and aerial fiber sheaths in more than one location, but SONET

rings handle single failures gracefully; storms however are not localized. The other cause of that SONET

2014 failurecould be considered to have been improper maintenance of the nefwork. The SONET rings

themselves provide a degree of redundancy, but two different rings that each provided part of the other A-

link were interconnected through a patch panel, inside a central office, which failed. All of the well-

designedactiveelectronicsfellvictimtoasmallpassiveconnectorinthefcentralofficewhich

was joining two SONET rings together. Again, a single point of failure at a junction point of a nominally-

redundant network was at fault.

The MPLS network, like SONET, heals failures by rerouting. But it does so in a much more complicated

manner. It is still dependent upon there being an actual physical path - such as a SONET ring or lit

Ethernet fiber. A core MPLS ring is essentially in place with a route

If the underlying fiber fails over both paths to Vermont

I), then the state is still cut off.

What differs is that the MPLS protocol stack is far more complex than SONET and the systems use far

more protocol elements to stay connected. This is "business as usual" in the Internet world, where

reliability nonns are frankly lower than in the legacy PSTN. Many people who work with IP, whose

background is not in the PSTN, underestimate the way that reliability was designed in to the PSTN, and

overestimate the reliability of IP-oriented networks. Many believe, incorrectly, that IP itself is newer than

SS7 and TDM. The Intemet community simply assumes that physical-layer circuits are available, but

does not trust them. To be sure, the concept of "internetworking" was born of distrust of common

carriers; a true (little-i) internet operates independently of the underlying transmission (or public packet)

networks. But carriers themselves have adopted IP, which blurs the distinction, as IP is being used as the

network protocol, rather than above it (that is, something carried by the network as its payload).

While it cannot be said that the now-reconfigured Consolidated MPLS network configuration will be

unreliable, there is reason to think that a simpler - more securely redundant -- approach may be more

appropriate. We have posited one such approach, but after revealing it to Consolidated, they informed us

that they have already begun instituting a second approach that also may remove the vulnerabilities that

created the failure in question. What is concerning, however, is that the new network configuration was

already being installed while our investigation was ongoing, and Consolidated did not see fit to inform the

Department or this investigative team about it in a timely manner.
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Our suggested first approach was to change the way the H.248 signaling is carried

needs IP connections to the andThe

but it could be as simple as what used to be commonly known as a

leased line - a plain old Layer 1 circuit derived from SONET optical transport gear. The SONET network

that already exists could thus simply deliver an Ethernet-over-SONET pipe25 to create physical-layer

adjacencies between the two types of network element, the

without additional protocol layers. The H.248 protocol would then operate the same way as SS7 does,

though using Carier Ethernet in layer 2, not SS7's admittedly difficult native layer 2 protocol (MTP2).

H.248 should not require more than a few megabits (if tha$ of capacity, even while supporting all of the

functions of the l'his should require a card in a multiplexer, but additional optical

gear is not needed

** fBegin Confidential]**

** [End Confidential]** Figure 2. Redundancy Using Bxisting SONET Rings

25 Specifically, a SONET Multi-Service Provisioning Platform (MSPP) would deliver a Low-Order Virtual
Concatenation (LOVCAT) circuit at some multiple of 1.5 Mbps, configured as an Ethernet Private Line (EPL), and

rate-adapted into a standard Ethemet speed. The actual LOVCAT size would depend on the H.248 signaling traffic
flow. LOVCAT is not packet switched; it simply buffers and maps Ethernet packets into dedicated TDM time slots

on the SONET path. No voice bearer traffic would flow across this, just signaling.
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The has two ports that can be used for its H.248 control connection, though only one is

normally used at a time. It may be possible to leave one on the MPLS network and move one to a direct

Ethernet-over-SONET channel. This would provide not only physical redundancy but technology

redundancy. That approach should be explored. The cost ofthe electronics needed to derive another

circuit from Consolidated's existing lit SONET fiber, which among other things transports SS7 as

FairPoint did before moving to the MPLS network, should be very reasonable, perhaps just a line card at

each end in an existing SONET Multiservice Provisioning Platform (MSPP, a flexible multiplexer). (This

presumes that Consolidated has some amount of modern SONET MSPPs at its key locations, and is not

dependent on 1990s-vintage Add-Drop Multiplexers, which do not directly support Ethernet services.) It

is highly likely that the Consolidate SONET network already delivers DS-1, DS-3, or Ethernet over

SONET capability to and from every major central office in the Consolidated New England service area,

including those with I*. Providing an additional SONET-derived circuit for transporting Ethernet

IP to and from the to the CA in Portland could be a

matter ofjust using a single Cat-5 cable on each end, or perhaps adding a line card

Such a new SONET pathway using existing fiber links is technology that has been proven to work in the

past. It is not the more complex MPLS technology where protocol failure points are still possible. The

SONET link is a direct point-to-point circuit set up in advance by technicians that does not change the

way MPLS does with algorithms selecting the best route. Transmitting the modest volume of H.248

signaling between the and the Call Agent requires only a simple technology;

SONET is still used by Consolidated between Vermont locations und Iand can be used now

Consolidated is instead upgrading the

We were informed, during a July 2018 conference call, that in 2017 Consolidated began a program to

upgrade its PSTN switching network, expanding the capabilities of its network. The

network in place in2016 was based on the company's original H.248-based architecture,

which is based around a single Call Agent. But has been extending its capabilities in

recent years, both to scale up the capabilities of its systems and to meet new architectural demands of the

cable and mobile industries.

Both Voice over LTE, the now-dominant mode of carrying voice calls on 4G mobile networks, and

PacketCable 2.0, a second-generation standard for cable telephony, are based on an architecture called IP

Multimedia Subsystem (IMS).This is a much more complex architecture, which decomposes a number of

PSTN capabilities into a group of smaller subsystems than a basic centralized call agent, and which also

provides a rather gratuitously complex approach to managing IP traffic in order to provide various
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Quality of Service options. Because of its acceptance by major network operators, switching system

vendors have had to embrace IMS. In the case of this did lead to some actual

improvements in the way networks are controlled.

Consolidated's new voice network architecture already reaches the

I sibs involved in Vermont's E9l l, although it is not yet fully provisioned or carrying live

traffic. The key difference is that the are now equipped with what Consolidated

refers to as Controller. with I, the routine call

control capability of the Call Agent is replicated adjacent to the sothatth"I
provides full calling capability when its connection to its central Call Agent

Il is lost. The CA is still used to manage the network, and under normal circumstances is still able

to control ull I, but in effect the Emergency Stand-Alone limited-capability mode of operation is

upgraded to full capabilities. Thus, a loss of the backhaul would not be service-affecting.

Another change is that the entire network will no longer be dependent on one Call Agent

in Portland. That is being replaced with three new CallAgents, each a one in each

state. These will be in Thus Vermont will have no

dependence on connectivity to Maine. Each state I will thus control multiple J m its

own state

itselfdoes not appear to offer a product called that is an application of a

software package, as part of its IMS line-up, called the

Unlike traditional switching products, I is a pure software product, so it can scale in size

depending upon the server on which it is running. Consolidated's will run on a

in the White River Junction, Burlington, and Rutland central offices. The

CFS software in Burlington will run on a

An advantage of this architecture, which seems to indicate Consolidated's long-term (i.e., f year)

strategy, is that it will be capable of replacing the 5ESS switches that carry its basic telephone service in

Vermont. The 5ESS is obsolete, having come to market around 1981; the newest units in Vermont were

installed by 1997. Analog lines now served by the 5ESS can be migrated to the Metaswitch architecture

by adding analog some could go into the wire centers while others could be field-

mounted alongside the DSLAMs being installed as part of its Connect America Fund upgrades.

But while the new architecture removes MPLS and its concomitant risks of protocol error from the

interface between the PSTN and the ESInet, it apparently replaces the SONET transmission between
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central offices with MPLS, carryingvoice over IP over MPLS. This is technically outside of the scope of

the question at hand, but a failure in the circuits that carry calls across the PSTN to and from the ESInet

gateways will of course impact their ability to carry 9l 1, along with all other calls.

AssumingthatthisnewapproachbasedontheImodelproveSsuccessful,thisshould

substantially improve the robustness of the PSTN-ESInet interface and thus make the SONET alternative

unnecessary. Once the long-term PSTN migration away from the 5ESS is complete and there is no more

TDM traffic, the current I between the ESInet and PSTN may themselves become unnecessary,

and only Session Border Controllers will be needed to route calls between the networks while maintaining

the required isolation. That prospect, however, is some years away.

Reporting and Analyzing Future Network Failures that AffectgtI.

FairPoint went through an extensive Department of Public Service proceeding related to the 911

disruption in November 2014 (Docket 8390) and was asked by the Department for multiple documents

such as trouble tickets - some of which it had and some of the information it did not have. During the

proceeding, there were questions regarding whether the passive electronic connector, joining two SONET

rings in the central office, had been failing prior to the outage. There was not a

contemporaneous record of the activities to repair the loss of access to 911, caused by the passive

electronic connector failure between the two SONET rings, made on the day of the incident. The record

was created more than a week later from memories. Logs from the switches were not kept of the outage.

At the end of the proceeding, Department provided FairPoint with a list of improvements it was required

to implement to lower the probability of a future 911 outage. For example, one of the improvements was

to mark the circuits and electronic equipment transporting or supporting 911 calls with "red" or similar

tags. Another was to have contingency plans in the NOC with details of all facilities used to provide 911

service.

We recommend that procedures be put into place requiring that when there is an outage affecting 911 in

the future, that immediately after the outage - meaning the same day if possible - the NOC technicians

and managers and the field managers be required to take steps to save vital logs and to record steps taken

during the discovery of the outage, in ameliorating the outage, and in repairing the outage. We

recommend that the NOC managers take steps immediately after the outage to save the logs in the various

pieces of equipment that would have reflected the outage - in this case it would have been the 5ESS,

or other switches or routers. In addition, records should be made regarding exactly
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what actions were taken to fix the problem, the names of the managers and technicians working on the

problem and making the repairs to equipment (in this case the replacement of the line card in the Cisco

I- which was described by FairPoint as highly unusual), and a report in writing, in near-real

time, detailing the repairs made to the equipment by the technicians making the repairs. These incident-

related records should be retained beyond normal intervals, to assist in subsequent investigations.

While such reporting may be burdensome for regular repairs for Consolidated's residential or business

customers, for the 9l l-access outages -which involve life or death by their very nature and which put the

lives of first responders on the line - such thorough, real-time reporting should be required. All NOC

technicians and central office field managers should be required to sign off on the required 91l-related

incident reporting as well. Because 9l I -access outages are rare and the cost of such reporting is almost de

minimis-the cost of complying with this reporting requirement is low. Therefore, Consolidated should be

required to put procedures in place requiring the collection ofdata and the generation ofreports in the

event ofan outage affecting access to E-9-l-1.

Also, while putting together a report even a week later is helpful, memories fade and change. Even very

certain memories are often contradicted by records made in real time and logs records from equipment.

We note some inconsistencies and gaps in the record about this outage provided by Consolidated. Thus,

requiring real time reporting by the managers and technicians of the 9l I outage activities is vital to

quickly knowing what happened, why, and what future changes are needed. Having an accurate written

record, created at the time of the event, will be well worth its cost.

It has been noted in this analysis that the RCA (Root Cause Analysis) documents provided by

Consolidated in this matter were undated, and no manager's name was on the documents as the

responsible creator. Consolidated did not provide the Department with any documents created during the

outage - no trouble tickets, no logs from the Cisco or from the 5ESS or

from technicians or managers. Consolidated provided what appeared to be text copied from another

document referred to as the NOC "Abnormal Event notice" but did not provide the actual document. And

Consolidated provided seven lines of ping tests apparently copied from another source document that

FairPoint did not provide. Given the critical nature of 911 services, Consolidated should be required to

document in real time, and save those documents, when there is an outage affecting 9l I traffic in the

future.
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Conclusion and Summary

The failure of calls to be properly delivered to the NG91 I system in January 2016 was caused by an

unforeseen type of failure of a critical link that was provisioned out of the MPLS network designed to

support VoIP applications. The mechanism designed to detect link failures itself failed. While the MPLS

network has been redesigned since then, the very critical nature of9l 1 tiaffic suggests that additional

measures be taken. We arrived at two options. One is that that Consolidated configure its network so that

each of the two are connected to the uslng

redundant links, one of which is provisioned over the MPLS network but the other as an Ethernet-over-

SONET link on its TDM network. This will provide technological as well as path diversity. The

alternative is to continue to upgrade its network to put full call control capability at the site of both of the

so that they do not depend on the connection to In summation:

PSTN access to E9l I service failed for 55 minutes on the morning of January 5,2016. Calls were

diverted to the Williston State Police PBX, not directly to a Public Safety Answering Point as 9l I

a

o

a

a

calls, during that interval.

The failure was caused by a loss in connectivity between two

belonging to FairPoint, in

controlled both of them.

Thelossofconnectivitywascausedbyafailedlinecardinutrouterin

iu 

-*as 

manually disabled

I, which could no longer carry packets but which falsely indicated to the rest of the

network that it could. Thus, the critical control packets which should have been transmitted

between the and the Call Agent were instead routed to that dead-end, non-

working path.

Service was restored when the defective

by FairPoint engineers.

FairPoint later reconfigured their network to no longer include the same 

-outer 

devices

in the critical path.

FairPoint did not retain suffrcient logs or records during the outage, so detailed information about

the failure was not available.

It is also suggested that Consolidated be required a) on the same day of a 9l I outage event to save all logs

and inventory records for all equipment involved in the outage and b) to carefully record on the day of the

91 I outage: i) the events that led to the outage, ii) the events that occurred in ameliorating the outage, and

iii) the events involved in the final repair of the outage. Such a report should also require first-hand

a

a
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statements taken, on the day of the event, identiffing technicians and managers involved in the event and

involved in resolving the event.
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Glossary of Acronyms Used

BGP: Border Gateway Protocol. The protocol used in the Internet backbone, and within some MPLS

networks, to exchange information about which networks are reachable via which path, to enable

automatic route determination.

CA: Call Agent. The computing subsystem that controls a telephone network. Call setup, system

management and billing are among its functions. The Call Agent provides instructions to the f
Iforthe calls.

CFS: Call Feature Server. Essentially a synonym for Call Agent.

ESA: Emergency Stand-Alone Mode: The ability of a device, such as a that is

normally controlled by a Call Agent, to operate with reduced capabilities when it is not connected to its

control system.

H.248. The ITU-T designation ("Recommendation") for the standard protocol used by a Call.Agent to

control a to determine how to set up a call.

IMS: IP Multimedia Subsystem. A network architecture for managing voice and other types of
specialized traffic across an IP network.

IP: Internet Protocol. The multiplexing header used on the Internet and in other networks. The

predominant form, IP Version 4, was developed in 1978 as experimental. IP-based networks are now also

widely used now to carry voice, video, and other information flows.

A device which, usually under control of a Call Agent, converts calls between

VoIP and TDM or analog formats, and interconnects VoIP calls. A CA and some numbet of I
collectively constitute a distributed telephone switching system.

MPLS: Multiprotocol Label Switching, a network protocol, generally used as a'oshim" layer below IP,

that provides capabilities missing from IP itself. It is also often used to carry VoIP calls and to create

virtual private networks to isolate traffic flows.

NPE: Network Provider Edge. In the Consolidated MPLS network, an MPLS router that provides

interfaces to the backbone network.

PRI: Primary Rate Interface. A TDM-based PSTN line format that operates over a I .544 Mbps (DS I )
physical circuit, typically delivering up to 23 calls at a time.

PSAP: Public Safety Answering Point. A site where dispatchers receive E911 calls.

PSTN: Public Switched Telephone Network. The historically-regulated worldwide telephone network,

whose users are reachable via a standard-format telephone number.
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SIP: Session Initiation Protocol. A call or media stream setup protocol that is widely used for setting up

VoIP calls. It is gradually replacing SS7 in applications where VoIP is replacing TDM.

SONET: Synchronous Optical Networks. The standard means for providing high-speed TDM paths

across a fiber optic network. SONET is widely used up to 10 Gbps, and provides straightforward

multiplexing, in standard increments, down to the voice-channel level.

SS7: Signaling System 7. A specialized data network that supports call setup signaling, database queries,

text messages, and other capabilities of the PSTN. SS7 uses its own set of protocols and is designed for
very high reliability and very low latency, not high volume data transfer. Developed in the 1980s and

widely deployed in the 1990s, it is likely to be phased out over the next several years.

STP: Signal Transfer Point. A specialized packet switching system in the SS7 network.

TDM: Time Division Multiplexing. A technique, used in traditional voice networks, for putting multiple

voice and data streams onto a communications channel wherein each stream is identified by when it is

transmitted, within a fixed time interval, rather than by any kind of packet header. Optimal for voice.

VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol. A technique for carrying voice across a network that itself uses

Internet Protocol. VoIP refer to voice over the Internet, or to telephone calls carried over a private,

managed transmission network in which the IP header is essentially only used for multiplexing purposes.
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